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Chapter 2
Europa’s parents live in a comfortable flat in London. Her father is a doctor and her mother is a teacher.
While both of Europa’s parents were bright students in their day, neither had the exceptional brilliance
or athletic abilities of Europa.
Europa’s father is watching the tele and he says to his wife, “Dear why don’t you get Europa so we can
all ring in the New Year watching the festivities, she loves the fireworks you know.”
Europa’s mother was half watching the New Year’s Eve celebration on the tele while also texting her
sisters on her cell phone the usual Happy New Year greeting. “Okay my Love, let me get our wonder
child, it’s hard to believe she will be 18 after midnight, it seems like only yesterday we had our bundle
of joy delivered to us.”
Europa’s mother climbs the stairs in their townhome and knocks on Europa’s door, “Darling, it’s almost
midnight, are you going to watch the fireworks downstairs with us?”
A few seconds go by and after hearing no response, Europa’s mother knocks again and says louder,
“Europa, the fireworks will be starting in a short time, are you going to come downstairs?”
A few more seconds go by and Europa’s mother is now almost screaming, “Europa, can you hear me
dear, the fireworks, are you here Europa?” Europa’s mother is concerned since her daughter always
seems to know when she is coming or needs something, her sixth sense was uncanny she thought.
Europa’s mother slightly cracks the door to the bedroom of Europa and there is no Europa to be seen in
her room. In an instant both Europa’s mother and father also vanish into thin air.
Chapter 3
Around the world as the first of the Super 7 Girls turned 18, the other chosen 6 also vanish into thin air
along with their parents.
The Super 7 Girls were all born on New Year’s Day exactly one year apart. Today they range in age
from 18 to only 12.
Oz and her parents vanish from their beds in Sydney Australia.
Asia and her parents vanish from their beds in Tokyo Japan.

Nile and her parents vanish from their beds in Cairo Egypt.
Ice and her parents vanish from their laboratory near the Arctic Circle.
Cherokee and her parents vanish from their home on a reservation on their tribal lands in the United
States.
Chica and her parents vanish from their home in Mexico City.
Chapter 4
Europa was the first to vanish into thin air and as such she was the first to reappear in a barren white
room which would appear to most to be almost cloudlike in how the room blended into white
nothingness, it was quite beautiful the white floor, the white walls and the white ceiling. Europa was
used to sterile white rooms due to being a doctor who was already operating in super sterile rooms, but
this room was unlike any she had ever encountered, it had a dreamlike quality to it.
Europa scanned the white room and saw that a strange type of garment was laid on a nearly invisible
white bench, the garment was a shiny white jumper and a thought of Europa wearing the garment
suddenly appeared in Europa’s mind. It was as if something was communicating to Europa to put on
the garment.
Europa sensed no immediate danger considering how most would react to suddenly vanishing from
one’s home and appearing in such a room, so she raised the garment from the bench with her
psychokinesis and turned the garment around in the air as she looked it over. She heard in her mind a
small laugh as IF someone or something was quite pleased with her paranormal ability to move the
garment with only her mind.
Europa smiled as she thought of wearing the unusual garment, it was of a material she had never seen
before. Quickly Europa slipped out of her pajamas and into the white jumper. As soon as the jumper
was on Europa she could feel the garment begin to form a skin tight shape to fit her athletic body and
objects began to form outside the jumper. Golden boots appeared on her feet, a golden belt appeared
around her waist and golden cuffs appeared around her waist. A beautiful octagon of rich purple
appeared on her chest and it had a beautiful S and the Number 7 emblazed on the purple Octagon.
A weird sense of connection began when Europa put on the garment, it was as if she had plugged into
some type of very advanced computer network and she began to see symbols in her mind that she
didn’t yet. Europa was somehow connected to a type of neural computer network she didn’t yet
understand.
Suddenly Europa sensed her parents were nearby, she could view their thoughts and they were afraid
and holding each other in a similar room. While Europa could easily read her parents mind, the
communication was a one way street; her parents could not see or feel her thoughts as she could theirs.
Suddenly the division between the rooms in which Europa and her parents were in disappeared and
Europa could see her parents so she quickly ran to them in her gleaming new white jumper that
appeared as a liquid white metallic surface and her golden boots and belt and cuffs gleamed as if they
were made of real gold.

Europa and her parents hugged each other and Europa’s mother said, “Is this a dream Europa? Surely
this can’t be real; I was knocking on your bedroom door one minute and the next thing I know I am in a
cloud with your father.”
“If this is a dream, I’m having it too,” said Europa’s father matter-of-factly as he always sounded.
“I think we were all bought here for a reason,” said Europa to her parents that were starting to get used
to the place they had been taken to with no notice.
“What a beautiful material this is,” said Europa’s mother as she gently caressed the shiny white liquid
metallic material of the new outfit that Europa had donned. “Did you buy this my Love?”
Europa laughed as she said, “Mother, do you really think such a material is available on Earth? I’ve
never seen such material before. So when I saw the garment I had to try it on and presto the boots and
belt and cuffs just materialized and now I seem to have access to a computer network that I do not
understand yet.”
“You mean you are plugged into this place? Can you ask the network where we are? Also, ask why we
were taken against our will to wherever we are now,” said her father.
Europa closed her eyes to focus her mind and try to find out the answers to her father’s questions, she
instantly detected the thoughts of six girls, girls she thought she had sensed before at various times in
her life, but she had never met. They seemed so familiar but yet so unknown to her. Europa could see
each girl was like her, in a similar room with people that appeared to be related to them, most likely
their own parents.
“Well father, it appears that we are not alone, I sense there are seven sets of people in our situation. It’s
almost like I have sisters here, six girls like me somehow and yet very different, one is Asian, another
Black, another Latina and each girl is here with what I presume to be their parents or guardians. We are
all wearing the same outfit too it appears,” said Europa trying to answer her father’s question.
“Bloody hell Europa, you don’t have any sisters, you are our only child, you know that,” barked
Europa’s father.
Suddenly a beautiful man and woman appeared in the room in which Europa and her parents were in.
The couple was actually a holographic avatar that seemed lifelike.
“Excuse me Doctor Jones, but your daughter is quite right, she has six sisters on board our vessel and
the place you are is Atlantias, the mothership of the Atlantians. We once lived many years ago on your
planet and now we have returned to our former home to help heal our ancient water world due to the
way humans are destroying the environment. Your lovely daughter Europa as you know is quite blessed
and slightly different than her fellow human beings, that is due to the project that Europa and her sisters
are part of, a project undertaken by the Council of Nine to help humanity correct its ways so our former
world is not permanently destroyed by the actions of mankind,” said Sol the avatar image of the real
Sol the leader of the Atlantians in this age. The same avatar was appearing to the other families of the
six sisters of Europa and was explaining the situation to each group in their native languages.
“You mean Atlantis was real, the story by Plato,” said Europa’s mother still wanting to believe she was
sleeping as she rubbed her eyes to try to wake herself up.

Sol smiled and his female mate Solina said, “Well Plato was retelling a story passed down over the
years that was only partly based upon our own story which was much more marvelous than Plato could
have ever imagined. But to some degree we are the Atlantians of Plato’s work which you have read,”
said Solina.
“How do I have so many sisters? I can sense them all here, can we meet?” asked Europa.
“You are the eldest of the chosen seven Europa and you and your sisters shall be known all over the
world as The Super 7 Girls due to your powers. You and your sisters were born on the seven continents
of your planet our former home that is now jeopardized. You were all born the same day exactly one
year apart, the date your planet celebrates New Year’s Day in most of the world. Each of you was
slightly genetically engineered to have not only your natural parent’s best genetic attributes but also the
same genetic strain of our ancient race, the one known as the Atlantians in your stories on Earth,” said
Solina. “The shared genes you all have tie you to each other as sisters and you are part of the ancient
Atlantian’s race as well as a new hybrid form of human being.”
“But how can you do this to us,” asked Europa’s father. “You genetically engineered our only daughter
without our permission.”
A hologram of Europa’s father and mother suddenly appeared and a much younger Doctor Jones and
his much younger wife are clearly in discussion with Sol and Solina in the same type of room and they
can be seen AGREEING to have and raise Europa for the special project to save the world from man’s
folly and to protect the world from evil forces trying to destroy the ancient home world of the
Atlantians. They also agreed to have any memory of the deal blocked from their memory so Europa
could be raised as a normal human being until she reached the age of 18 which was today. Today marks
the official start of Project Genesis.
Suddenly the mind block that had been placed on the parents of Europa was removed and they then
remembered the whole story about the project had been explained to them in the past and they had
indeed AGREED to allow the Atlantians to slightly genetically alter Europa’s genes to make her the
special human being she is today. They also remembered that Europa did indeed have six sisters all
spread out around the globe that were born and raised on the seven continents of the world so they
could learn the ways and customs as well as the problems of each area as human beings, yet they were
all slightly altered by the Atlantian genetic engineering. Europa and her sisters were 99% human but
the 1% that was Atlantian gave them super powers compared to mortal humans.
Sol said, “It is time for you to meet your sisters Europa, as the eldest you will be their leader, yet you
all have an equal say in any matter you are involved in and majority shall always rule.” Sol slightly
closed his eyes and all of the parents on the Atlantian ship were teleported back to their homes with
memory blocks in place so the parents would recall none of what had transpired and THE SUPER 7
GIRLS were to meet for the very first time.
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